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Opening Problem: Toilet Paper Towers
I can stack toilet paper to form a triangle or a square.

Is it possible to make two towers like this that have the same number of 
rolls in each?

Source: Corona Condrums by Chris Smith

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHdviZkM7S4
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLuIPRg8qMowD6pDO1mryaZXvAoEXOGG7P
http://dontchangethislink.peardeckmagic.zone?eyJ0eXBlIjoiZ29vZ2xlLXNsaWRlcy1hZGRvbi1yZXNwb25zZS1mb290ZXIiLCJsYXN0RWRpdGVkQnkiOiIxMDIwMjAxMTcxNzYyNDgwMDcyMDMiLCJwcmVzZW50YXRpb25JZCI6IjFhR3JjT3NsRWpscmRLSENGNlFWNDVwMUVpS1VKNWdTQUt6RGZFNmUxeGhBIiwiY29udGVudElkIjoiY3VzdG9tLXJlc3BvbnNlLWZyZWVSZXNwb25zZS1udW1iZXIiLCJzbGlkZUlkIjoiZzc2ZTczNGU3YzVfMF8yNTMiLCJjb250ZW50SW5zdGFuY2VJZCI6IjFhR3JjT3NsRWpscmRLSENGNlFWNDVwMUVpS1VKNWdTQUt6RGZFNmUxeGhBLzE2Mzg5MzVjLTU4Y2YtNGZkNi1hMGY2LThmYjAzOTlkOTBjZiJ9pearId=magic-pear-metadata-identifier


Proficiency Levels
Extending

To assess a performance level, we need to give students the 
opportunities to demonstrate their performance level.





What Extending does NOT mean
● Context is not a defining quality

○ Context can be used at all performance levels
○ Extending tasks do not have to have a context

● It’s not about harder numbers
○ Being able to factor

may reveal a deeper fluency with number, but not any 
further conceptual depth with factoring trinomials.



What does Extending mean?
In other words, what are we to look for and how can we see it?

???



Proficient Extending
Analyze and interpret information from 
sources (e.g., graph, image, table) in a 
logical manner

Adeptly analyze and synthesize 
information from sources (e.g., graph, 
image, table) in a logical manner

Select an appropriate strategy to solve 
a real-world problem

Select an effective strategy to solve a 
real-world problem

Communicate thinking with sufficient 
supporting evidence

Communicate thinking with thorough 
supporting evidence

Use a broad range of mathematical 
concepts, tools and approaches

Use an extensive range of
mathematical concepts, tools and 
approaches



Proficient Extending
Can use one or more mental math 
strategies when appropriate

Can choose the most efficient mental math 
strategy for most situations.

Can use multiple strategies to solve 
new or more challenging problems

Can choose the most efficient or elegant 
strategy to solve complex problems

Can communicate with correct 
supporting arguments to justify 
thinking

Can communicate with clear explanations 
and strong arguments, including examples & 
counter-examples, to justify thinking

Can reflect and evaluate strategies 
used to solve a problem & look for 
other solutions

Can reflect and evaluate strategies used to 
solve a problem, look for better solutions, & 
extend the problem by posing new questions

Curricular Competencies (examples)



Competency Prompts

● Would you expand first before solving this equation? 
Why or why not?

● Write another equation that has the same solution 
as this one.

● Solve this equation incorrectly, and explain why 
someone may make that mistake.

● Write a word problem that can be solved using 
this equation.



Depth of Knowledge (DOK)

Higher order thinking processes, 
usually over an extended period of time.



Designing Tasks to elicit Evidence of Extending

Two categories of tasks:

● Same for all levels, but the student’s response can reveal 
their Extending Level
○ eg: Open Questions, Rich Problems, Numeracy Tasks

● Challenging tasks targeting the Extending level



● Choose one of the open questions on the next slide.

● It is intended that students would provide several 
answers.

● Think about different levels of student response.

● What would you expect an Extending Level student to do?

Open Questions



A
The answer is 12. 
What could the question be?

B
The answer is 4x – 6. 
What could the question be?

C
A number has 8 factors. What 
could the number be?

D
When x = 3, the value of a 
polynomial is 48. 
What could the polynomial be?

E
Write a system of equations that 
has a solution of (−4,3)

F
A quadratic function has a root at 
x = 2. What else do you know 
about this function?

What would you expect an Extending Level student to do?



.com
Using the digits 1 to 9 at most one time each, place a digit in each box to 
create an equation such that the solution is as close to zero as possible.



Opening Problem: Toilet Paper Towers
I can stack toilet paper to form a triangle or a square.

Is it possible to make two towers like this that have the same number of 
rolls in each?

Source: Corona Condrums by Chris Smith

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLuIPRg8qMowD6pDO1mryaZXvAoEXOGG7P
http://dontchangethislink.peardeckmagic.zone?eyJ0eXBlIjoiZ29vZ2xlLXNsaWRlcy1hZGRvbi1yZXNwb25zZS1mb290ZXIiLCJsYXN0RWRpdGVkQnkiOiIxMDIwMjAxMTcxNzYyNDgwMDcyMDMiLCJwcmVzZW50YXRpb25JZCI6IjFhR3JjT3NsRWpscmRLSENGNlFWNDVwMUVpS1VKNWdTQUt6RGZFNmUxeGhBIiwiY29udGVudElkIjoiY3VzdG9tLXJlc3BvbnNlLWZyZWVSZXNwb25zZS1udW1iZXIiLCJzbGlkZUlkIjoiZzc2ZTczNGU3YzVfMF8yNTMiLCJjb250ZW50SW5zdGFuY2VJZCI6IjFhR3JjT3NsRWpscmRLSENGNlFWNDVwMUVpS1VKNWdTQUt6RGZFNmUxeGhBLzE2Mzg5MzVjLTU4Y2YtNGZkNi1hMGY2LThmYjAzOTlkOTBjZiJ9pearId=magic-pear-metadata-identifier


● Non-routine can be a good indicator, but is not necessary. 
It depends on whether the routineness removes the 
higher-level of thinking required.
○ “What values of k make x² + kx – 12 factorable?” may 

not be rich if they’ve done a lot of problems like it

● Types of Extending-Level tasks:
○ Challenging/Problematic
○ More conceptual depth
○ Connecting different concepts

Designing Tasks that Target the Extending Level



● Challenging/Problematic:
○ What is the smallest number that has 12 factors?

Types of Extending-Level Tasks (examples):

● More conceptual depth:
○ Trigonometry problems involving more than one triangle

● Connecting different concepts:
○ Determine the slope of a line passing through the points 

(–4x, 7x³) and (8x, 15x³).



A
Without evaluating, determine which is greater, 

B
Draw a graph that has: 
domain –3 ≤ x < 2 and range –4 ≤ y < 3

C
Determine a value of k so that the angles (3k – 50)° and 
(2k + 150)° are coterminal and distinct.

Try One of These



We’re Gonna Need a Bigger Bank!
It’s time to get creative. Click on of the cards shown. Collaboratively 
(or individually) create tasks which you think are at an Extending level. 
Add more slides if needed, including if you want a different topic.

Math 8: Percents Math 8: Fractions

Math 9: Exponents FPC10: Functions

Workplace 10: Central 
Tendency

PreCalc 11: Radicals

Foundations 11:
Linear Inequalities PreCalc 12: Logarithms



bit.ly/STA20mg

Link to slides:

CAUTION: This slide show is in editable mode (for a 
task we’ll do later). Please DO NOT EDIT anything 
except the slides that follow.



Math 8: Percents BACK



Math 8: Operations with Fractions

BACK



Math 9: Exponent Laws BACK



F-PreCalc 10: Functions in General

BACK



Workplace 10: Central Tendency

BACK



PreCalculus 11: Radicals BACK



Foundations 11: Linear Inequalities

BACK



PreCalculus 12: Logarithms BACK



Extending: 
What does it Look Like in Secondary Math?

Got ideas? Examples? Samples? Questions?
Marc Garneau • garneau_m@surreyschools.ca • @314Piman


